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1.2. Nomenclature
An Fo contour can be regarded as a signal in its own right, with properties such as amplitude,
periodicity, and spectral characteristics. This easily leads to confusion with the sound signal,
unless we establish some appropriate terms for the properties of the Fo contour.
For s~nallspeed variations of mechanical hi-fi equipment, the tenns wow and flutter are
widely accepted. Both are convenient here, because they both imply audible 'errors' in pitch
about a given mean; and also because they differentiate between slow variations (wow) and
faster ones (flutter). We shall henceforth use the term "wow" to indicate such Fg variations
that are so slow (and large) that they cause changes in the perceived mean pitch. The term
"flutter" will be used for Fg variations that are rapid (and small) enough not to affect the perceived mean pitch. Let us also assume the existence of a frequency Fw such that it delimits
wow from flutter. This frequency may be expected to vary e.g. with the amplitude of the variations (Ramsdell), or from one listener to another. Although we have found no references to
formal experiments other than Ramsdell's, the literature seems unanimous that Fw lies in the
range 4-7 Hz.
Flutter and wow are both different from the phonetic concepts of jitter and shimmer, which
designate period-to-period variations in period-time and sound level, respectively. Flutter and
wow reflect properties of the Fo control system, while jitter and shirntner relate to the cycleby-cycle operation of the vocal folds. The time scale is useful for differentiating between
them. On a perceptual basis (Comerci, 1955), we suggest a rough categorization as follows:
<50 111s for jitter, 50-200 Ins for flutter, and >200 Ins for wow, see Fig. 1. In the voices analyzed in the present experiment, the jitter was always much srnaller than the flutter and the
WOW.

A voice that is unstable or has a wide vibrato will exhibit large Fg excursions from the
mean, while in a stable voice with narrow vibrato they will be small. The value of the Fo excursion is a function of time. For brevity, we will call this the flutter. signal SAt), although it
includes wow as well.
The standard deviation of SAt), computed over some given tune of phonation, is a useful
measure of a voice's variability in Fg. When SAt) is represented by a voltage, the standard deviation is equivalent to the RMS value of the alternating component. We will call this theflutter anzplitude Af, noting again that it includes wow. Both Af and Sf are conveniently expressed
as ratio, e.g. in percent, or in cent, relative to the mean Fg. However, Sf and Af can also be expressed in absolute Hzf , with a subscript to remind us that we are dealing not with a signal
frequency per se, but with the atnplitude of the signal SAr), which in turn represents the frequency of the voice signal. In the present experiment, typical Fg contours had a relative flutter
amplitude of less than 1 %, or 2 Hzf for a mean Fo of 200 Hz. Either the ratio or the absolute
fonn might be more appropriate, depending on the circurnstances. When comparing the Af of
tones sung at different pitches, for example, the relative measure is easier to use. but the absolute measure can be preferable when discussing the nleasurernent resolution. o r when
evaluating beats arising from the interaction of several voice ~ountls.
If there is a pronounced vibrato, then the Fo contour c.:111 I)? said to I~a\rca tr-eclnencv. i.e a
ratc at which Fo oszillates up d ~ l tCIOWII
l
ri0<)\11
I ~ C111e;111..l'li~si\ ~ ~ s u a lcalled
lj
the \ ~ r h l c ~ rr(ltcJ
o
or ~vhr.ato.fi.equc~rlc.y,ant1 it is a frequency in tile usual serlse. Tvpicd vnlves tor the vibrato
frequency are 5-8 Hz (Shipp, Sundbetp. Rr Doherty. 1988). CJsir~gthe suggested tenns. a very
slow vibrato woultl be characterized as wow, while a normal or fast vibrato would fall into the
flutter category.
We can measure the frequency distribution of the flutter, by computing the spectrum of the
flutter waveform. This representation will be called the j7utteraspet-trurn, which again includes
I
report.
wow. It fonns the main point of interest ~ I this

1
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Fig. 1 .

Comparison of wow, flutter and jitter by successive magnflcations. The horizontal
axis shows time in seconds, and the vertical axis shows Fo deviations in cents. (a)
Wow - Fo averaged over 200 nzs can be seen to drift up and down once or twice
over the four seconds; (b)flutteia-faster variatiorts, here on the order of 0.1 s; (c)
jitter - steps due to dzflerences irt period-rime betweerz one glottal cycle and the
next. (Subject A l , vowel [I],mean Fo 367.2 Hz, Af12.5 cent.)

2. ANALYSIS OF VOICE WOW AND FLUTTER

2.1. Method
Eight experienced choir singers (two basses, two tenors, two altos and two sopranos) were
recorded in an anechoic room. Each singer sang the vowels [i], [a] and [u] with durations of
about 10 s. The singers were instructed to singforte with as straight a tone as possible, and to
sustain the vowel for as long as possible without undue loss of quality. The subjects used a
tuning fork to determine the target pitch, which was for basses D3 (147 Hz), tenors A3 (220
Hz), altos F#4 (370 Hz), and sopranos D5 (587 Hz).
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The reason for measuring the flutter amplitude of three different vowels is that the fluctuations of a given Fo contour are harder to perceive with a dull sound, such as [u], than with a
bright sound such as [a]. If auditory feedback is relevant to wow and/or flutter, then the choice
of vowel might influence the flutter amplitude. It is also possible that the stability of Fo control changes e.g. with tongue position.
Digital tape recorders were used throughout. Their high stability in speed is necessary when
measuring voice flutter with an amplitude of 1% or less (Doherty & Shipp, 1988). The microphone signal was first recorded on a Sony PCM-FI digital tape recorder. For analysis, the signal
was played back and re-digitized on a PCIAT-class computer to 16 bits resolution at a sampling
rate of 16 kHz. The Fo was extracted, the Fo extraction was downsampled to 1 kHz, and the
flutter amplitude and mean Fo were calculated for each token. The extraction was performed
numerically by low-pass filtering the signal and measuring the time between zero-crossings,
with linear interpolation between samples to improve accuracy. For Fo extraction purposes,
the frequency value was defined simply as the inverse of the period-time. Fig. l(c) shows the
steps that are typical of the output of this Fg extraction algorithm. A step appears when the algorithm updates the Fg value, at the completion of each period. All signal processing hitherto
described was performed in the Microsoft Windows operating environment, using software
written by author S.T.
The extracted signal was played back by D/A conversion, looping at 50 times the true speed,
into a Hewlett-Packard 3580A spectrum analyzer. This analyzer uses the output from a swept
band-pass filter to generate spectrum sections. The filter bandwidth, and hence the resolution,
was 0.6 Hz. The sweeps were made from 0 to 40 Hz at a rate of 0.2 Hz/s. Spectra were made
of the Fo contour of each phonation. The itinerary of the signal is summarized in Fig. 2.

Digital tape

Sound

Fig. 2 .

Voice
signal

~1"tter
signal

Flutter
spectrum

Setup for generating flutter. spectra.

2.2. Results of flutter spectrum analysis
The frequency range 0 to F d 2 Hz is of potential interest when studying the frequency distribution of wow and flutter. According to the definition of F,v. wow occurs from 0 to I;, while
flutter lies in the range Fw to F0/2. A vibrato will appear as a peak in the frequency range 5-8
Hz. Peaks near integer fractions of Fg may result from pet-iocl-to-periodvariations. or jitter (cf.
Fig. l(c) and Fig. 4).
The flutter spectrum level at zero frequency reflects the DC content or long-term mean of
Fo. In the present experiment, the singer subjects were instructed to sustain the vowels at a
constant pitch. The mean Fo over each vowel was always subtracted out, to let the mean Fg act
as a zero reference. In principle, then, the spectra should have a level of zero at zero frequency. However, a small DC component often appeared as an error in the D/A conversion.
This conlponent was disregarded.
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Fig. 3 shows one example of an Fo contour. It exhibits some not very regular excursions
that appear to recur 4 or 5 titnes per second. There is hardly any long-term drift. Fig. 4 shows
the corresponding flutter spectrum, from 0 to 100 Hz. Starting at zero Hz, there is a DC component which we disregard. The curve dips in the range 0-4 Hz, indicating that little wow is
present. At about 4 Hz we see a pronounced peak, which confirms the quasi-cyclic impression
from the Fo contour. There are also minor peaks at 8 and 20 Hz. Above 20 Hz, the spectrum
eventually descends to a floor. This is the noise floor caused by digital quantization. Our extraction method had a resolution of about 0.01 Hzf, i.e., differences in Fo greater than 0.01 Hz
could be detected. The flutter amplitude in this example was 1.6 Hzf, hence we expect a noise
floor at about -44 dB (0.0111.6)relative to the 4 Hz peak. Note also the jitter peak appearing at
about 77 Hz, or Fd2; such prominent jitter peaks were, however, unusual.

Fig. 3.

I

Example of aflutter signal or Fo contour. Note that the Sf axis carz be scaled either
in Hzf or in cents; at these small amplitudes, the relationship between them is
practically linear. (Subject B2, vowel [i], nzean F0=153 Hz, Af=1.6 Hz or 18
cents.)
I

I

I

I
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Fig. 4.

The spectrum of the flutter signal irt Fig. 3 (see text). This particular spectrunl extends to 100 Hz and was made ort a H-P 3562A FFT analyzer., rather than by the
method described in the text. The Pequency resolution is higher and the spectrum
therefore looks noisier tltart the ones irt Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 shows the flutter spectra of all subjects. For each subject, the flutter spectra of the
three vowels have been overlaid with the reference level preserved. The personal character of
the flutter spectrum is quite apparent. Both the center frequency and the height of the "vibrato"
peak are seen to vary between subjects but to be fairly consistent within subjects. The spectrum slope above the peak is -6 to -12 dB/octave, being steeper when the peak is high. The
peak varies in height from 0 to about 15 dB. Two subjects had extra peaks near 38 Hz that
may be attributable to jitter: subject T2, at FoI6; and subject Bl, at Fo/4.

2.3. Time domain aspects of wow
For frequencies below 5 Hz, the resolution in frequency is not very good, but even if it were,
the spectrum information as such would be hard to interpret. On this time scale, it seems more
appropriate to examine the F g contours themselves. It is somethnes possible to explain the
slow variations on an experiential basis. In Fig. 6(a), for example, we see how the singer gradually approaches a target pitch; and in Fig. 6(b), it appears that the singer rather suddenly corrects a Fo deviation, presumably when it becomes audible. From looking only at low frequencies in the flutter spectrum, we would not know what is going on.
2.4. Results of flutter amplitude measurements
The flutter amplitude Af was computed for each token using the Hist program written by author S.T. The resulting Af , averaged by vowel, is shown in Table I. Af was significantly higher
for [a] than for [uJ (p<0.01).

Vowel

Af [cent]
Table I.

[ul

[il

9.6 f 2.6

10.3 4.4

+

[a1
12.6 f 3.1

Means and standard deviations of the flutter. amplitude Af for all tokens (8 subjects).

Fig. 7 shows the flutter amplitude plotted against mean Fo for all tokens. We note especially that the two sopranos appear to have had lower flutter amplitudes than the two basses.
Although this may be a coincidence, it prompts us to comment on the occurrence of beats in
choir singing (see Discussion).
3. SIMULATIONS AM) LISTENING TEST

The results of the flutter spectrum analysis were applied to the simulation of Fo contours. A
two-parameter model which approximates the spectral distribution of the live Fo contours was
implemented in software. The model was tested ul a listening experiment with ten highly experienced listeners.

3.1. Model
To an engineer, the general appearance of the flutter spectra UI Fig. 5 suggests an electrical
analogy for the flutter component of the Fo control system. The analogy consists of a sirnple
second-order resonant low-pass circuit, to which a random 'white noise' signal is input. The
resonance frequency of this resonator would correspond to the vibrato rate, while its bandwidth would correspond inversely to the sharpness of the 'vibrato peak.' Inspection of the
spectra indicates that the 'resonance' frequency lies between 4 and 6.5 Hz.The vibrato peak
height ranges from 0 to about 15 dB, corresponding to Q values from <I to about 6, or bandwidths down to 1 Hz.
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Fig. 5 .

Flutter spectra of all tokens. Note how the prominerzce artd the center frequertcy of
the "vibrato"peak varies betweert subjects.

Fig. 6.

( a ) A subject approaches a target pitch. ( b ) A subject appears to correct a deviation that is grown too large. The dashed zero line indicates the mean for the entire phorzatiotz, o f which only about half is shotl~tz.
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3.2. Synthesis of stimuli
The subjects' task was to decide whether Fg variations were authentic or simulated. Because
this is an unusual property to judge - what is "natural" in Fo variations? - we did not want the
subjects to be distracted by differences in other acoustic properties, such as the vowel timbre.
We therefore used a single, synthesized vowel sound of the best attainable quality for all stirnuli. This vowel sound was produced, with controllable Fo, in the following way.
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A combination of the MUSSE voice analog (Larsson, 1977) and a 16-bit sampling synthesizer (Casio FZ-1) with MIDI control (Loy, 1985) was employed. First, MUSSE'S voice source
was sampled into the E-1. When stimulus tones were played, the sampled source sound was
fed from the FZ-1 through MUSSE'S fonnant chain and then to digital audio tape. There were
two advantages to this approach. First, we achieved source flutter rather than speed flutter
(Temstrom, Friberg, & Sundberg, 1988), i.e., the formant frequencies remained stationary, independent of the variations in Fo. This would not be the case if the whole vowel sound were
played by the FL;-I. Second, when performing small pitch deviations, the E - 1 sometimes produces small amounts of unpleasant and very synthetic-sounding high-frequency distortion.
When the formants are applied afterwards, however, this distortion is no longer audible.
Flutter signals were simulated by the noise-resonator model described above, which was
implemented using signal simulation software written by author S.T. The stimulus synthesis
procedure is summarized in Fig. 8. The simulations were made with a sample rate of 96 Hz.
This rate happened to be convenient for the subsequent conversion to a MIDI track file containing data on timing and pitch deviations. Informal listening to sinusoidal vibratos transferred by this method showed that the 96 Hz sample rate was sufficiently high. Pitch extraction of the resulting sounds showed that the synthesizer was capable of processing the data at
this rate. Using a MIDI sequencerlediting program (Master Tracks Pro), the pitch information
was supplemented with cotnmands to play notes, and the result was played to the E-1IMUSSE
combination.

,

,
,
II

Text
editor

Fig. 8.
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The frequency and bandwidth parameters for the simulations were chosen to fall in the
ranges observed from the flutter spectra reported above. After informal listening to many versions, five authentic and five simulated flutter signals were selected for the listening test. The
low-pass fdter characteristics were chosen so as to cover the range of vibrato frequencies and
"bandwidths" that had previously been obsetved in the singer subjects (Fig. 9). The ten flutter
signals were edited into randomized test series, as clescribed below.

3.2. Subjects and task
The ten subjects all had extensive experience of listening to voices and/or music. Three were
female graduate students of choir leader pedagogy, one was their male teacher, three were female speech therapists, one a male composer of electronic music, one a male expert violin
player and teacher, and one a male researcher in speech synthesis.
The test was carried out in a quiet sound-treated booth. The stimuli were presented over a
small high-quality loudspeaker placed about 60 cm from the subject. The subject was seated at
a small table with only pencil and paper at hand.
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We had designed the stimuli such that none were blatantly synthetic, lest the subjects
should be distracted from more subtle differences. There was no doubt that the subjects had
understood the task correctly. All subjects volunteered afterwards that they had found the test
difficult. Other comments included "they might all have been real," "I might answer quite differently a second time" and "I never realized that there were any duplicated sounds." Some
subjects said that the unnaturalness [sic] of the vowel sound had contributed to the difficulty
of the task.
4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Feedback loops of the Fo control system
Many observations show that the auditory feedback is part of an important control loop of the
Fo control system. The deteriorating prosody of people who have become deaf (Elliott &
Niemoeller, 1970), and the poor intonation of singers whose auditory feedback is masked by
noise (Ward & Bums, 1978) are but two examples. However, the auditory feedback loop,
which integrates frequency over time, cannot be responsible for vibrato, which is a fairly rapid
oscillation. This follows from the fact that the pitch does not change during an acceptable vibrato. Nevertheless, the appearance of any oscillation that continues indefinitely, such as vibrato, is in itself a sure sign of a feedback mechanism. Hence we can be fairly confident that
the Fo control system has a second and faster feedback loop as well, presumably of a proprioceptive nature, which is particularly exploited by singers for the production of vibrato.
Shipp & al. (1988) found that the vibrato changed very little with respect to rate, amplitude
and vibrato aperiodicity, when trained singers were subjected to various delays of the auditory
feedback. This insensitivity of vibrato to auditory feedback supports the notion that normal vibrato is a form of flutter, not wow. They also found that for delays of 400 and 500 Ins, the
subjects entered a mode of very slow cyclical variations in Fo, i.e. wow, upon which the normal vibrato was superimposed. Such delays would drastically increase the time constant of the
auditory feedback loop, thereby lowering its natural resonance frequency. Fig. 10, which
originally comes from their working papers, strongly supports the notion of two separate
feedback loops.

1
Q

240)
0

Fig. 10.

I

2
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Variation of Fg in a singer subject whose auditory feedback is delayed by 400 nzs.
Note that the nornzal 7 H z vibrato is superimposed on a 0.6 Hz oscillation (fronz
Surzdberg, 1987).
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In unaccompanied choir singing, one can envisage a third pitch feedback system, namely
that which affects the average pitch of the ensemble of singers. This "loop" is presumably
even slower than the personal auditory feedback loop, and its feedback properties are probably
rather strange. If a choir singer perceives that the reference pitch of the ensemble is drifting,
s h e can decide either to adapt or to try to influence the ensemble in the other direction.
Clearly, the process becomes very complex. Although it is common for a choir to drift down
or up in pitch, we have never experienced actual oscillations in a choir's average pitch.
There appears to exist several agents that perturb the Fo control system in the course of
phonation. Changes in lung volume are likely to change the downward tensile load on the laryngeal structures, thereby possibly affecting Fo (Sundberg, Leanderson, & von Euler, 1989).
In some subjects, we observed an increase in both flutter and jitter as the lung volume decreased. The heartbeat has been shown sometinles to induce perturbations in Fo on the order
of 1% or less (Orlikoff & Baken, 1989). EMG signals recorded during phonation suggest a mechanical broadband noise generator due to the firing of individual motor neurons at unpredictable moments. The existence of such more or less random influences was our reason for
choosing a white noise input to the flutter model.
4.2. Flutter spectra
The singers were instructed to sing straight tones as would be appropriate in a choir, and to
avoid a soloistic vibrato if possible. One or two reported having difficulty with this. It is likely
that sharper vibrato peaks would have resulted, had they used their normal vibrato. Also, only
one level of vocal effort was investigated. It is possible that the flutter has different characteristics at other effort levels.
For subjects TI, B2, S1 and S2, a peak near 4 Hz was observed. This is lower than would be
expected for vibrato. It is possible that these 4 Hz peaks partly or entirely are due to the auditory feedback loop rather than to the proprioceptive feedback loop. The impression one had
from listening to these tokens was one of some instability in pitch. This was not the case for
the tokens of subject ~l (6.4 Hz), who had more of a "robust" vibrato.
Regarding the listening test of the flutter simulations, it can be seen from Fig. 9 that the top
two filters created a "flutter peak" at 6 Hz, while the other three created "wow peaks" at 3 and
4 Hz. The listeners did not vote for either of these kinds of variations as being more realistic
than the other.

4.3. Flutter amplitude
The flutter amplitude Af (which includes wow) was found to be higher for the vowel [a] than
for [u]. If we could determine whether the higher Af for [a] was due mostly to wow or to flutter, then we would be closer to accounting for this effect. If wow were stronger for [a], then
the effect would probably be due to perceptual vowel differences, whereas if flutter were
stronger, then the effect would be due to differences in the production of the two vowels. As
far as we can see, however, the spectra in Fig. 5 reveal no clear tendency either way. The
closer analysis that might resolve this issue was deetnetl to he outside the scope of this investigation.
The flutter amplitude was found to be largest for basses and smallest for sopranos (Fig. 7).
Although the small number of subjects renders this difference insignificant. we note that there
is a possible explanation. Consider the frequency extremes of sopranos and basses. The tone of
a soprano singing a high note is dominated by the fundanental, and its wavefonn is nearly
sinusoidal. Hence the beats from two or more sopranos singing nearly the same note and at
equal loudness can be very strong and esthetically objectionable. In contrast, the risk for such
strong beats is small for basses. The spectrum of a bass singer is seldom dominated by the
fundamental, but rather by some partial in the vicinity of the first formant, which varies much
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more between singers than does Fo (Ternstrom & Sundberg, 1989). Informal syntheses of
choir sounds have also shown that a larger inter-singer scatter in mean Fo seems to be acceptable (or even preferable) in a bass section than in a soprano section. We may therefore expect
the demands on precision in intonation to be greater for sopranos than for basses. This might
show up as a lower flutter amplitude for the sopranos, as happened to be the case in this
experiment. Of course, if such an effect exists, it might yet have other causes than "anti-beat
training."
4.4. Limitations of the filtered-noise model
Unlike the human Fo control system, the filtered-noise model does not include feedback
mechanisms. As a consequence, the model performs poorly when the bandwidth parameter is
set to sinall values. For very small bandwidths, as would be required for modeling the regular
vibrato of a trained solo singer, the random input to the model causes the resulting vibrato amplitude to fluctuate a great deal over time. (An alternative model that would not have this
drawback could be llf-noise to which a regular sinusoidal or triangular wave is added; indeed,
some of the spectra in Fig. 5 can equally well be interpreted in this way.)
In order to simulate singers with no feedback at all, we would choose a very large bandwidth. In this case, the wow component would dominate, and sooner or later the random input
would generate large pitch deviations that would remain uncorrected for long periods of time.
For this to happen, however, the spectrum of the noise generator must extend to very low frequencies, and its amplitude must be sufficiently large. For the present experiment, we used a
digital pseudo-noise generator whose amplitude was restricted such that pitch errors persisting
over more than one second were very unlikely to occur.
5. CONCLUSION
There are strong indications that the Fg control system contains at least two feedback loops.
The first, accounting for wow, would be a high-level auditory feedback, as in conscious pitchmatching, with a natural frequency of 3-5 Hz. The second, accounting for flutter, would be a
lower-level, subconscious proprioceptive feedback, with a natural frequency of 6-7 Hz. A tendency to resonance in this second feedback loop should account for vibrato. Differences in vocal strategy or training may cause wow or flutter to dominate the flutter spectrum.
Wow and flutter were modeled by white noise fed through a resonant second-order filter.
Simulations based on this model were found by expert listeners to be indiscriminable from
authentic wow-and-flutter waveforms. The model's two parameters, filter frequency and
bandwidth, exercise limited but direct control over the perceptually important properties vibrato rate and vibrato regularity.
In a future paper, we hope to report on the application of the filtered-noise model to the
synthesis of choir singing.
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